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Harem World Nick Storming 2020-05-14 Read the Fantasy Harem Adventure!Filled with Explicit Encounters!What
would you do if you were transported to a fantasy world, stuck with a dangerous and sexy alien woman, and
given the magical powers of a Harem Mage?Braden's life was falling apart after walking in on his wife and best
friend having an affair. However, a chance encounter while wandering in the woods, and he finds himself trapped on a
distant planet, in a new and powerful body overflowing with magical powers. He must learn about his new skills,
learn about this new world, and try to find a way back home to Earth while surviving the trials of Harem World!
Druska arrived on the lush and backwater world, her mission: to scout it for resources and opportunities on
behalf of the Galactic Corporation. Seeing neither electrical nor nuclear technologies, she feels safe to collect
some surface samples. Disaster follows when she is set upon by a crazy old man in robes and his lightning flinging
female friend...Leesha was a humble elven princess, destined to give her life in sacrifice for her people. But inside her
burns the heart of a sorceress. Born without the gift to touch magic, her long elven life has been dull and lifeless.
That will all change when she is rescued by the man who will become her love and master...Emma was a humble
village healer, learning from her mother the ways of potion and poultice. Her brilliance was hidden from the greater
world. Until the girl was Bonded, her hair and eyes changing to match the shining brilliance of her soul, and she was
able to share that gift with the world.Mina grew up daughter to an imperial duke, the perfect noble-born girl. As
far as everyone else knew, that is. In secret, she trained with a weapons master. At first, for her protection, and
later because she came to love it. What she learned for the joy of it, will prove a boon on the adventure of a
lifetime.In Book 2, the adventure continues with Braden and his harem journeying north to return Leesha to her home
before the solstice festival.Harem World is an explicit story with Magic, Harems, FFM, FFFM, Monster Girls,
Aliens, Elves, with light LitRPG elements.
Jungle King 2 Jack Porter 2021
Lewd Kingdoms: Shadow's Edge Eden Redd 2018-04-23 Thomas always enjoyed kingdom/city simulation games.
When he discovers there is a kingdom building expansion to the hugely popular VRMMORPG Lewd Saga, he is
determined to join the sensual fantasy game and build his destiny.Thomas becomes Edric Temple, summoner and
adventurer, searching for others to help build a kingdom while a war rages across all of Lukken.The player slowly
realizes Lewd Saga is more than just a fantasy game. Dark plots, torn hearts and medieval politics will place the
young summoner in the eye of the storm between guilds, troll masters and what his heart truly desires.Can Edric
keep his new friends and fledgling kingdom together as the forces of darkness threaten to destroy everything they
created?Lewd Saga is a Virtual MMORPG, based in the fantasy world of Lukken, home of dragon royalty, human
kingdoms and troll masters. Players quest, grow their abilities, join in great battles and find love and lust in
whatever form they desire. There is no taboo too great or too intimate.Warning: The tale you are about to read
is a story of sexual creatures, human or otherwise. This tale is for adults 18 and up.

Wild Wastes: Eastern Expansion Randi Darren 2017-10-14 [Spoiler for the faint hearted at the bottom of the
blurb. Please read all the way through.]Before world war two could reach its conclusion, the world suffered
what could only be defined as a cataclysm.Now, Yosemite city stands as the gateway between two worlds. The
empire of humanity to the west, and the wild wastes to the east.Standing at the helm for Yosemite is Vince, a
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Ranger turned city state ruler. Supporting him in his endeavors is his inner circle.Vince has begun to maneuver
through the intricacies of ruling. At the same time he must balance his expanding foundation and fend off external
threats. Thankfully, every single citizen of Yosemite is united to the cause. To make their home, permanent. To dig
out their place in the world and make a stand.Things are starting to spiral out of control. Almost as quickly as
he can put it all back together something else falls apart.And with Yosemite rapidly rising into prominence, Vince
finds that it really means just putting a bulls-eye on your back.Warning: This novel contains adult themes and
moral ambiguities. The main character is written as a real person in an apocalypse, and will not make choices that
line up with society and cultural norms.This story contains a harem and is an Adult Fantasy novel.
Tamer Michael-Scott Earle 2021-09-30 Control dinosaurs. Tame women. Rule the world.Victor and his tribe of
beautiful women prepare to leave their fort and journey to their new base, but as usual with Dinosaurland, things
never go according to plan.Now Victor must protect all of his tribe without the aid of walls, and an old enemy
gathers an army to give chase. Victor will have to use every power at his disposal to protect his women, and the
journey will uncover new secrets of this strange world.
Incubus Inc. 3 William D Arand 2021-08-20 ((Minor Spoiler and Warning at the bottom of the blurb. Please read
all the way through.)) Sameerixis, or Sam for those who actually know him, isn't what you'd call normal. He had
been a door-to-door salesman, of sorts. One that peddled wares, wishes, and whims to anyone willing to pay his
prices. Except that life is gone now. His old business model had been modernized. Email, phone contacts, letters,
flyers, business cards, and scheduled consultations. Sam was a man trapped in place by his own success. And
loving it. Additionally, he was also the owner of a Private Military Company that specialized in dealing with
criminals or those wanted by a government. His goals were simple. Rebuilding his strength, establishing a
comfortable life for himself and others, and taking from Jenaphila as much as he could. Now though, he's gotten
exactly what he wanted in the worst possible way. Jenaphila front and center with as much of her empire as he can
grab. While she goes after him directly and with vengeance. Everything is changing faster than Sam would like it to.
Heading right toward what might just be the end of the prime plane itself. Warning: This novel explores dark
subjects, and what people will give up of themselves, and each other, to get what they want. The main character is
written as a demon from another plane in a tough situation, and will not make choices that line up with societal
and cultural norms. It contains adult themes and moral ambiguities. As with my previous work, explicit scenes are
found within. It has violence and a harem relationship.
Aether's Blessing Daniel Schinhofen 2020-08-31 Every year, the empire administers the rite of passage into
adulthood. That rite serves to identify those blessed by Aether to become magi. The new magi are shipped to the
academy to learn the arts of magic.The academy is a dangerous place; the tournaments held twice each year can
cripple or kill the students, and the clans of the empire will go to great lengths to recruit the students they
want.Gregory had one dream: to become a magi like the legends of old. Though he was ridiculed by the residents of
the village and his unsupportive father, he never wavered from his dream. Would his age day bring the fruition of his
dreams, or would reality come crashing down on him?(This book contains some adult themes.)

Radley's Home for Horny Monsters Annabelle Hawthorne 2018-10-27 When Mike Radley inherited a mysterious
house from a long-lost relative, he wasn't sure what to expect.He didn't expect a sexual encounter with the
water spirit living in his bathtub.He really didn't expect the rooms to be occupied by other mythical creatures.And
he definitely didn't expect to become the target of a secret society bent on stealing the powerful magic within its
halls.Welcome to the Radley House. Expect the unexpected.
15 Stories of MILF Sex Amber Cross 2015-06-05 15 Stories of MILF Sex: Older Woman/Younger Man Erotica In
this 15 story collection, Horny Older Women experience; Rough Bondage MFM Sex, Sex with Strangers, Sex with
the Pool Guy, Sex with the Office IT Guy, Anal Sex, and more. These experienced women know what they want, and
how to do it right! You won't be disappointed with these Hot Older Women! Click now and 15 Stories of MILF Sex
will be yours in just seconds. Warning: This ebook contains very explicit descriptions of erotic activity. Only
mature adults who won’t find that offensive should read this collection. Stories in this collection are: 1.
Lindsay’s First Sale: The Older Woman and the Stranger by Roxy Rhodes 2. Ms. Karen's Garage Project: An Older
Women Erotica Story by Janie Moore 3. Bent Over the Kitchen Counter: An Older Women Erotica Story by Riley
Wylde 4. Kyle's Roommate: Older Woman/Younger Man Erotica by Dawn Devore 5. Secret Craving: My first time
with a Younger Man by Zoey Winters 6. Olivia's Hot Handyman: Sexy Older Women Erotica by April Fisher 7. Jane's
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Bondage: Rough Bondage MFM sex by Roxy Rhodes 8. Allie's Sweet Revenge: Revenge Sex With a Stranger Erotica
by Nora Walker 9. Leslie’s New Neighbors: The Older Woman Next Door Erotica by Joni Blake 10. Screwing the
Delivery Guy: A Housewife's Affair with a Younger Man by Zoey Winters 11. My Private Dance: The Older Women
and The Male Stripper Erotica Story by Diana Dare 12. The MILF on Vacation: Older Woman/Younger Man Sex in
Public by Riley Wylde 13. Elizabeth's Computer Support: An Older Women Office Sex Story by Joni Blake 14.
Friends Helping Friends: How I became the Neighborhood Whore by Amber Cross 15. Sexy Professor and the College
Guy: Older Women Sex With a Stranger by Janie Moore
Mana Master Bruce Sentar 2020-11-16 In a world where mages and monster grow from cultivating mana. Isaac
joins the class of humans known as mages who absorb mana to grow more powerful. To become a mage he must bind
a mana beast to himself to access and control mana. But when his mana beast is far more human than he expected;
Isaac struggles with the budding relationship between the two of them as he prepares to enter his first
dungeon.Unfortunately for Isaac, he doesn't have time to ponder the questions of his relationship with Aurora.
Because his sleepy town of Locksprings is in for a rude awakening, and he has to decide which side of the war he is
going to stand on.Disclaimer: There are adult situations and harem relationships.

Mana Beast Bruce Sentar 2021-01-05 Isaac's story continues. He knows being a mage is more than just simple
luck. His mother tipped the dice in his favor. But that's ended. Lucky can only carry you so far.Arriving at the
Ferrymen Sect, he hopes to ignite a war between the corrupt mages and those sworn to defend to the average
person. But he finds the world of Sects more complex than he'd hoped.In order to direct the sects into a war with
the corrupt mages, Isaac must first overcome genius mages even more blessed than himself.Join Isaac and his girls in
their next adventure.
Heretic Spellblade 2 K D Robertson 2021-01-28 Changing history is harder than it appears. Every time Nathan
thinks he has stopped a world-ending war, he learns that somebody is trying to start it again. But once this is
over, he'll be free to relax and spend some quality time with his Champions. As the war heats up, Nathan finds
himself caught up in the schemes and fluffy tails of one of his former Champions, Narime. More figures from his past
intrude, including a dark elf with a twisted personality and a princess who makes Nathan question his memories.
Behind everything, Kadria lurks alongside the other Messengers. Nathan finds himself buried in politics and at risk of
losing everything should his heretical alliance with her be discovered. In the end, the risk is worth it. Because the
reward is to get back everything that Nathan lost. Heretic Spellblade contains plenty of violence, harem/undefined
relationships, beast girls, and scenes that don't fade to black. Consider yourself warned.
Remnant Randi Darren 2019-11 Steve doesn't know who he was.He does know a lot more than he did previously
though.He's in a country called Lamals where men are required to have children, then more often than not go fight
and die.And that's just how it is.Things are at least improving though.Steve successfully put a stop to the
Creep's advance. He'd buried it under a mountain of broken wall and escaped with his life.Which eliminates one enemy.
The creep and it's undead.Now he only has to worry about bandits, the military, the country of Lamals, and other
people.With that problem neatly solved, Steve can worry about problems closer to home. After all, his only true
concerns are about his farm and his family.That's all he really needs. Everyone else little better than a resource
to be utilized.Unfortunately, things still aren't what they seem to be. The messages Steve left himself pointed at
something beyond their contents. Now, that something more is about to make contact with him.On top of that, the
farm is going to hit capacity eventually. Especially if one factored into it that Steve was likely going to have
children at some point in the future.Family troubles and more problems than he could expect are about to find
Steve. Shooting up as if they were trees grown with his over-powered watering can.Good thing Steve has his
Axe.Any problem can be solved with it with the right application of force.Warning and minor spoiler: This novel
contains graphic violence, undefined relationships/harem, unconventional opinions/beliefs, and a hero who is as
tactful as a dog at a cat show. Read at your own risk.This story is an Adult Fantasy novel.
Monster's Mercy William D Arand 2021-05-07 An existence spent being forced to kill others to satiate a
Monster.Where the only thing to look forward to was the blessed, if brief, period of time between paying that
bribe.Except that very same Monster is and isn't Rene.It just happened to live inside his own mind and force him to do
what it wanted. Rather than being an actual Monster.That was Rene's entire life until a fateful day changed
that.A day that the career as a hitman for hire built on the Monster's needs will end. Where Rene will be forced to
atone for his actions. To be held accountable and judged.Except the verdict is already long since passed and needs
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no deliberation.His sentence was being sent hundreds of years into the past, into a different world even, where he
must live a life for the betterment of others. Every action judged as it happens and weighed out against him.But even
this new idyllic life he's been living in for eighteen years is now completely off the rails and Rene has gone back into
a life lived in the underworld.Armed with a few gifts granted to him by the one who judged him, gifts better suited to
a fantasy about living in a video game, Rene has to maneuver his way through all the twists and turns in his new
life while using all the things he'd learned in his old one.Except using those skills is a double-edged sword. If he's not
careful, he'll end up right back where he started.Or so he would hope.War is on the horizon and Felicie is in the
crosshairs.Or more accurately, the Mask is.Warning and minor spoiler: This novel contains graphic violence,
undefined relationships/harem, unconventional opinions/beliefs, and a hero who is as tactful as a dog at a cat
show. Read at your own risk.
My Human Pet Olympia Black 2020-03-12 I was abducted by the alien puppy pound. Thrown into a cage and sold
as a galactic pet. An alien captain has made me his beloved pet. Things have happened that I can't live with. Things
too terrible to mention here... *NOTE TO READERS* This is a science fiction novel about an alien abduction with
multiple sexual situations that may make some readers uncomfortable. If you are looking for a Disneyfied version
of alien abduction, please look elsewhere.
Forged Bonds Daniel Schinhofen 2020-04-20 Sean and his Bonded settled in Hearthglen to learn, train, and grow.
Taking on an apprentice, setting up his shop, and Bonding both Chastity and Andrea to him, Sean felt like he would
finally be able to learn about this world and try his hand at new things.Sean stepped on some toes as he tried to
find his place in the city, but by ignoring conventions, he friended smith and Shaper alike, forging friendships across
the divide. The newly formed alliance discovered common ground when opposition rose up to hinder them.Sean never
anticipated the assassins that came for him and his Bonded. With Ida paralyzed and Ryann killed in front of him, Sean
lashed out. He killed the attackers, healed Ida, and pulled Ryann back to the world of the living.Guards rushing
toward them, Sean had decisions to make- ones that could shake the very foundations of Hearthglen, and maybe the
world.(This work contains adult situations that some might find offensive, the least of which is graphic sex. This
book is about an Overpowered MC, and contains a harem. You've been warned.)
The Hammer J.A. Cipriano 2018-07-05 Armed with his trusty hammer, the King’s Champion Gharrik Anzar is known
for two things: Slaying his enemies and conquering women. But when a portal to another world opens in the middle
of his homeland and monsters begin to pour through, he’ll have a new mission. Step through the portal, kill
everything that stands in his way, and stop whoever is sending the monsters through. There’s just one problem. He
can’t bring anything through the portal, and the technology on the other side is… well… lacking. In order to win,
he’ll have to build an army out those he finds on the other side, outfit them with weapons and armor they’ve never
seen before, and then march them through a battalion of undead, orcs, and ogres. It sounds impossible, but if it
didn’t, they wouldn’t send the hammer. Please Note: This Novel contains a Harem.
Orc Pirate Simon Archer 2019-08-20 Kill them all. Take their Loot. Let the gods sort them out.Look at your
library. Sadly, none of those books are about orc pirates, but if you bought this book, one of them could be.Now,
look at this book. It's about a badass orc on a giant pirate ship about to raid the closest human village. What's
in his hand? A big ass axe as he stomps up the gangplank to slaughter all who stand in his way.Look again. Now
you're saving the princess and she's ever so grateful.Trust me, anything is possible when you're an orc pirate and
not a weakling.Please Note: This novel contains a harem and adult situations. You have been warned.
Incubus Inc. Randi Darren 2020-02-07 ((Minor Spoiler and Warning at the bottom of the blurb. Please read all the
way through.))Sameerixis, or Sam for those who actually know him, isn't what you'd call normal.He had been a
door-to-door salesman, of sorts. One that peddled wares, wishes, and whims to anyone willing to pay his
prices.Except that life is gone now.His old business model had been modernized. Email, phone contacts, letters, flyers,
business cards, and scheduled consultations.Sam was a man trapped in place by his own success.And loving
it.Additionally, he was also the owner of a Private Military Company that specialized in dealing with criminals or
those wanted by a government.His goals were simple. Rebuilding his strength, establishing a comfortable life for
himself and others, and taking from Jenaphila as much as he could.As he works to complete those objectives though,
Sam's going to run up against some of the biggest players in any of the planes.And make enemies out of more than a
few.Everything is changing faster than Sam would like it to. Heading right toward what might just be the end of the
prime plane itself.Warning: This novel explores dark subjects, and what people will give up of themselves, and each
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other, to get what they want. The main character is written as a demon from another plane in a tough situation,
and will not make choices that line up with societal and cultural norms.It contains adult themes and moral
ambiguities.As with my previous work, explicit scenes are found within. It has violence and a harem relationship.
Rogue Calamity Kirk Mason 2021-08-24 A gunslinger. A cult that can use telekinesis. A journey across space for
answers-there ain't an ork or elf in the galaxy that this cowboy can't wrangle. Harlen knew he was meant for
more than bounty hunting on a dusty desert planet-especially since he had escaped from a crazy cult tower on
Earth-2 when he was younger. Can't forget that in a hurry. But on Caria, the hot ginger barmaid ain't bad to look
at. Life is fine for Harlen. He gets paid, he drinks. He doesn't need to go anywhere. That was until a girl from his past
shows up, and she's glowed up. Savannah was always cute before, but now she's got white hair and eyes, as befit
the order. She's also gotten more adept at using her powers. Turns out, there are only so many orks you can barroom brawl with before you've got to do it on a galactic scale. And besides, Harlen needs to find out the origins
of the mysterious pendant given to him by his dead parents. It's not like it won't be connected to his grand quest of
saving his dusty sand-covered home, right? Warning, this novel contains: A petite brat of an elf princess that's
going to learn her place. Wrestling for dominance with a seven ft half-ork babe. A silver-haired cultist hottie that
loves to watch-and join in, when he lets her. A caring older barmaid tending to his wounds. And also: A Wild West
planet, with rocket shuttles for trains. A giant forest planet, with trees as big as skyscrapers. A space battle
(just one sorry). Dual laser pistols, and an MC who knows how to wield them. A mysterious pendant of unknown
origin. Battling monsters together as a team. And lots of other stuff not as important as a harem of beautiful
women, each possessing individual goals, personalities, and backstories-the only thing they share is him.
Gamer for Love Daniel Schinhofen 2021-09-23 Alburet came to Alpha World as a tester for the government.
What he found wasn't what he expected, but what he needed. Together with his three wives, they had survived the
revelations and grown closer. Now, other problems had come to the fore, demanding to be dealt with. Given a quest
by the Overlord, Alburet and his wives had a goal that they could not ignore, because failing it would shatter
their family. To even have a chance at success, they would need to reach max level as quickly as they could for
the first end-tier raid. The raid would bring Alburet back to where it all began: the Lost Prison of Alctriuz. There,
Stein resided, raising an army of cultists and undead to topple Stormguard and the world. A raid event that
would involve hundreds of players and thousands of NPCs was brewing. Welcome to the final installment of
Alpha World. (This book contains adult themes. You'd think I could stop with these disclaimers, but even this far
into the series, people are shocked by the content. This book contains a polyamorous relationship, with one of the
four people in it being a Succubus. You've been warned.)

Blessed Blades Mark Albany 2019-05-27 A War of Magic. A Legend of Three Elves. Two Swords that can Break
the Curse. With the Emperor returned, all hell has broken loose. It's up to me and my elf ladies, along with some
newfound friends, to break the curse. It's not as simple as charging in flinging magic, though. A legend of blessed
blades is our only hope, and a cursed woman our chance of finding them. With my beautiful djinn, noble dragon, a
beast tamer and more, we set off for a journey that will change the fate of our world forever. We also might add
new friends to the mix. Contains harem situations for adults. Yes, details included.
Dystopian Girls Rodzil LaBraun 2019-05-09 Dystopian Girls is a harem adventure style novel written for adult
readers. This book has sexual content, profanity and violence.Mason, a good guy in a post-apocalyptic world
tries hard to cling to his values despite the new dystopian society. In a world where most survivors are female,
and healthy males are rare, he overcomes his timid personality to draw the most attractive and powerful women
to his side.Sexually charged and action packed, Dystopian Girls is an adult oriented novel that puts you in the
mind of a respectable young man determined to make the best of a bad situation. When reality begins to match up
with fantasy he needs to carefully navigate his journey to keep everyone alive and happy, including himself.
Barbarian Outcast Aaron Crash 2020-02-17 The lands to the South are full of depraved women driven mad by
forbidden sorcery. Now that sounds like fun for a barbarian from the Black Wolf Clan. The barbarians of the
frozen north live to fight, drink, hunt, and screw, and Ymir is a true son of the Ax Tundra, until a demon curses him
with magic. Orphaned by battle and banished by his tribe, Ymir heads south to Old Ironbound, a university where the
rich and well-connected learn to master magic. Will Ymir's traditions and pride lead him to failure? Or will the
centuries of knowledge-and the lusty human, elven, orcish, and dwarven noblewomen-give him limitless power? Either
way, while his days are all about studying and scheming, his nights are filled with wild sex in the beds of beautiful
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women. Because in the lands of the South, there are few men, and those Southern women have needs. Disclaimer:
Barbarian Outcast is a steamy slice-of-life harem adventure in a magic university on another world. The sex scenes
are explicit but don't get in the way of the story as it slowly unfolds. Enter a brand-new world from Aaron
Crash, the bestselling author of the American Dragon series.

Fostering Faust Randi Darren 2019-06 ((Minor Spoiler and Warning at the bottom of the blurb. Please read all
the way through.))The war with Gaelis has gone poorly for Alex's foes and well for his allies. He's enriched
himself, empowered his county with that coin, and built his county ever higher.The war swings in favor of his
Duchess.Yet the war still goes on. The end doesn't seem to be near, nor does Alex feel as if is as simple as he'd once
thought it.Alex would rather settle down in his county and live a quiet and enjoyable life. One filled with familial
things and friends. Where he could make his county the pride of the empire in peace.Because he'd already gotten to the
top once before. He'd climbed the corporate ladder in his previous life and missed out on really having one.Having
friends. Or just a family.Now Alex wants only for the simple things. Things that have no place on the battlefield,
kingdom politics, or the courts.That of course doesn't matter much when fate is concerned. Or really everyone
else in the empire. They all have their own plans that all seem to run counter to Alex's.Fortunately, Alex has been
preparing. Making changes and building his foundation and seat of power ever higher.He's empowered the people he
relies on and in. His armies are expertly trained and almost over- equipped. His treasury is overflowing and ready to
be spent.Even with all of that, Alex isn't sure it'll be enough for what he believes is coming.Because spring is here.
And that means roads will be opening. Passes will be traversable.Making it possible for armies to march.Which
means it's time for Alex to get back to work. Because more than ever he has a lot to lose, including his newborn
children. If he wants to keep them safe, he's going to have to ride to war once again.And end it once and for all no
matter the cost.Warning: This novel explores dark subjects, and what people will give up of themselves, and each
other, to get what they want. The main character is written as a real person in a tough situation and will not
make choices that line up with societal and cultural norms.It contains adult themes and moral ambiguities.As with
my previous work, explicit scenes are found within. It has violence and a harem relationship.
Monster Girl Under My Bed Jamie Hawke 2020-09-29 What's better than a monster girl? Two monster girls! Or
three, maybe. Four? Sure! Let's not get ahead of ourselves. First things first, all the insanity at Big Bear was
handled, but it was only the beginning of our troubles. So here I am, finding myself on a f#ucking QUEST! Something
about bad things happening if we fail? Searching out a hidden magical item. Near death. The usual. Mostly, though,
it's about having a damn good time with my monster girls. Both in and out of the bedroom. Here's my journey. There's
no way you could possibly enjoy it as much as I do, but I hope my telling of it can at least convey some of the
amazingness that is my new life. WARNING: Monster ladies, adult situations, and violence abound.
Lord of Flesh Stephen L Hadley 2018-12-23 The Isles are a brutal, nasty place and the capital city, Ansiri, is no
exception. Its nobility is rife with infighting, nonhuman races are cruelly enslaved, and violence is the primary
currency.It's those very things that Baron Leo VanOrden plans to exploit. The ambitious, young heir to a waning
family dynasty, Leo has nothing but time on his hands. Time--and an abundance of opportunities. Because, for all its
flaws, Ansiri is a city where anything can be accomplished.Lord of Flesh is an 75,000 word novel intended for
mature readers only.

Harem on the Prairie Nick Storming 2020-09-18 A Western Harem Adventure like few others! This Book Is Filled
With Explicit Content! Life is hard for Elenore, a beautiful widow alone in the post-war world. Especially with
her eighteen-year-old daughter, fresh-faced and innocent. Striking out west and gambling on a new man with a
gorgeous nineteen-year-old son, they head west on a wagon train. Elenore dreams of forging a homestead filled
with love, laughter, and good cheer. A homestead where all the women love and honor one Alpha male, and she
believes the young man of the house is just such a man. Will our settlers make it across this unforgiving
wilderness? Will our young mother find the paradise she seeks? Will young Colt find relief from the bevy of
gorgeous women making calf eyes at him? This story contains Harem and Taboo elements as well as FFM, FFFM,
FFFFM scenarios. Caution this book is filled with explicit content.
Hazard Online Jaeger Mitchells 2018-10-11 A freak accident leaves childhood friends Aiden and Scarlet dead and
stranded in Hazard Online, a hardcore VRMMORPG.They're pushed to the brink of their sanity as they awaken with
the knowledge of their death and are thrust into an experimental expansion, which only further threatens to tear
them apart.They ally with two young women who seem to know much more than they're letting on, and an AI
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Overmind, who offers them a deal. But perhaps it's better to let some secrets stay hidden, and sacrificing their
humanity may be the only way to survive...NOTE: Contains explicit sexual situations, foul language, polygamy
and all that other goodness you expect in a LitRPG and Harem novel! Only for 18+, so read at your own risk.
Right of Retribution William D Arand 2021-03-07 Warner spent his days like no one else.He got up, went to work,
forced people to balance their scales- either through taking lives or forced penance- went home, spent time with his
daughter, slept with one of his girlfriends, and went to sleep.Only to repeat the pattern over and over and
over.Life was the furthest thing from mundane that it could ever be.Warner's life had changed when his daughter
had been nearly fatally injured, plunging Warner into a world of paranormal creatures, monsters, and magic that
he'd never known existed.Then he came out the other side as the arbiter of Retribution. He now personally hands out
justice to any and all he comes across.Warner has been using his powers considerably since then. Cutting down all
who would stand before him and attempt to stop him in his personal crusade.The price he is forced to pay for such
power is catching up to him. Catching up to him and forcing him to pay... with interest.Spending more of his time sick
and wretched after overuse of the power, he must now begin to wonder about the balance in his own life.Each time
he finds himself throwing up golden vomit that turns to blood, he has to wonder just how much damage he is
causing to his own body.Except a great change in the world is coming. One that will force a reckoning no one
wishes, with Warner becoming a massive lightning rod for it.The very world trembles with the actions he's taken,
and quails in fright at what he must do next.Warning and minor spoiler: This novel contains graphic violence,
undefined relationships/harem, unconventional opinions/beliefs, and a hero who is as tactful as a dog at a cat
show. Read at your own risk.
Liberated Simon Archer 2020-02-21 Armed with his magical branding iron and his devoted harem of monster girls,
William has freed the lands of Solanna and is ready to lead its people in a final battle against the vile sorcerer at
the heart of Etria's troubles.But it won't be easy. To save Etria, he'll have to get past a giant blood red wall of
doom that is slowly expanding to engulf the world, defeat an endless army of the hungry dead, and storm the
sorcerer's ziggurat fortress full of monsters and traps.Fortunately, William has one last trick up his sleeve. And
if it works, well, let's just say that sorcerer can kiss his ass goodbye.

Monster Exchange Program (MXP) Mark Albany 2019-09-09 Nate Ellison's just an ordinary, average college
student trying to make the grade in Southern California. Well, definitely not ordinary... and totally not average.
You see, Nate's a Troman--a nearly seven-foot-tall guy who's half war troll, half human--and he's working
undercover as part of a secret government project, the Monster Exchange Program, to investigate crimes that
involve the occult. Once on campus, Nate tries to lay low, struggling to navigate college life while also
unraveling a mystery involving the disappearance of several beautiful co-eds. If he misses a clue, it could threaten
the entire planet.No pressure, right? All Nate has to do to defeat the bad guys and save the world is harness
powers he never knew he possessed, kick the crap out of demons--and find a way to satisfy a small army of
sorority chicks.Harem amazingness
Creation Mage Dante King 2020-08-09 The last thing I expected was to gain the spells of the woman in my bed.
Hell, I didn't even know magic existed until I'd cast a spell that morning. Then a beautiful teacher from a magical
academy told me I could become the universe's most powerful mage.To get there, I need to become stronger. I need to
ace all my examinations. And, most of all, I need to master the most potent spells.But I have to start
somewhere.This begins my first year at the Mazirian Academy.

Storm Unbound Leo Hull 2020-09-02 The mission should have been a few simple weeks exploring uninhabited
wilderness. But now Tristan is stuck in a land filled with wild women, exotic magic, and dark dangers. His beautiful
commander--his only way back and the one person with any faith in him--has caught the eye of a freakish crime lord
backed by a shadowy cult. Tristan has his own magic, but to save them both, he'll need to confront his doubts and
bind willing women brandishing destructive Fallen powers. If Tristan succeeds, will he even want to return? It's a
question as unsettling as his enemy, and one he can only answer after defeating the rising tide of foes. To win he
will need to do more than ride a bound storm--he has to unleash its fury himself. This story contains graphic
violence, eager women, and explicit harem relationships. Only vanquished foes fade to black.
Texas Showdown Aaron Crash 2019-02-15 Winning an empire was the easy part. Keeping it will be harder.After
killing one of the most powerful dragons on Earth, Steven Drokharis knew he'd have to fight to keep what he'd
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won, but the cabal that killed his father was just the tip of the iceberg. He'll have to fend off a cult of
shapeshifters, magical constructs, and two devious, busty, machine-gun-toting twins, all while keeping his Escort
of human and dragon women satisfied. Meanwhile, the eyes of ancient demons are ever searching for signs of dragons,
and the deadliest threat may be close to home.Disclaimer: Texas Showdown (American Dragons Book 4) is a shootem-up, action adventure, urban fantasy novel which is not intended for readers under the age of 18. This novel
contains swearing, violence, and a harem of beautiful shapeshifting women that the hero regularly sleeps with-and
he does so gladly
Harem Planet Baron Sord 2020-07-20 Battle the enemy. Build a kingdom. Bed the babes. The life of Tim Pittwell, a
robotics engineer from Earth, is about to change in fantastically intergalactic ways he never imagined possible. On
a strange alien world where sex is illegal and the chief export is beautiful women, high king Sekton Darkstar is the
only man allowed to have any of either. King Sekton also has a royal harem. Every last woman on the planet.
When a crumbling infrastructure, collapsing economy, and impending intergalactic invasion threaten to tear apart
Harem Planet, four beautiful women from King Sekton's Royal Guard scour the universe for a more competent and
capable king. Turns out, Tim Pittwell is their man. Although Tim is seemingly under-qualified for the task, he's up
for anything the women of Harem Planet have in mind, no matter how dangerous or delightful. If Tim isn't
assassinated by space pirates his first day on the job, his new life might just be his wildest dream come true. * King
Sekton's Harem Planet Book 1 is a portal fantasy, a space opera, and has a heavy emphasis on knuckle-busting
action, high-tech crafting, continuous leveling up, and insane power progression. * * King Sekton's Harem Planet
the series will feature fort building, kingdom building, large scale planetary warfare, intergalactic political
gamesmanship and strategic economic battles, crazy alien races, and more space opera splendor than you could
ever want. * * * If you mashup Star Wars, Star Trek, He-Man & the Masters of the Universe, and Thundercats,
throw in a little Mobile Suit Gundam, enough gratuitous military and science tech to make Tom Clancy, Robert
Heinlein, and Isaac Asimov smile, and you'll get King Sekton's Harem Planet. Oh, and did I mention babes? Yeah, babes.
Lots and lots of babes.

Branded Simon Archer 2019-07-03 What would you do if you found yourself in a hidden world full of magic and
danger? And what if there were a cabal of foul sorcerers enslaving the world? Well, you would fight back, free
the slaves, and lead a rebellion to freedom. When William Tyler's father reveals this secret world to him on his
death bed, that's exactly what he plans to do. Gaining the power of an ancient magical brand and recruited by a
desperate village under attack by slavers, he has one chance to save the Land Below.But it won't be easy. To
stop the vile wizards, William will have to break their mind control of legions of monster-girl warriors, reunite
the scattered people, and destroy their instruments of slavery.You know what they say, if you want to make a
freedom omelet, you might have to break a few slavers.Please Note: This novel contains a harem and adult
situations. You have been warned.
The False Hero, Volume 1 James Plymel 2021-04-27 Note: Inside illustrations are in black-and-white for this
paperback version. For full color illustrations, check out the other edition of the paperback. Disillusioned
businessman, John Lawrence Locke, finds himself summoned as a hero to another world, filled with monsters and
magic! With his body reverted to the age of fifteen, the thirty-three-year-old's mind is filled with the possibility of
battles and adventures, like the ones in his favorite video games. Unfortunately for him, life isn't also so
convenient. Betrayed by the very people who summoned him, he's condemned as the False Hero and forced to flee for
his life. Alone in an unfamiliar world and hunted by all of humanity, he takes on the alias of Lutz and uses his
gaming knowledge to quickly adapt to the world's strangely game-like mechanics.
Remnant Randi Darren 2020-07-06 Steve doesn't care who he was.He knows more than enough to realize it doesn't
matter at all.Now living in what had once been the Creeplands and maintaining a thriving farm there, they are under
constant siege from the Creep itself.It's still better than life in Lamals.And that's just how it is. After taking over
the Citadel, removing Lynn from her place of power, stopping the Creep's advance, and starting to take over part
of the Creeplands, he was certainly making a difference for himself, humans, and men everywhere.But with the
problems that were close to home eliminated, he now needs to start working on external threats to his personal
world. His Citadel and his two farms. Before he had only concerned himself with what was near and dear to him, but
he'd overlooked that others saw him as a resource to be utilized.Or eliminated.On top of all of that, it's becoming
clear that he's rapidly reaching the end of his task. A task he doesn't truly know or understand, but one that he
apparently agreed to when he still had all his memories. A task assigned to him by a merciless voice that clearly
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thinks little of him.Family troubles are starting to look like a sweet memory and dream compared to what's on the
horizon for him.His path could very well lead to the complete collapse of Lamals. At least, if he has anything to
say about it.This time around, however, even his axe may not be up to the job and he'll have to resort to more
drastic measures. After all, any problem can be solved with the right application of force.Even a road to hell
paved with good intentions.Right?Warning and minor spoiler: This novel contains graphic violence, undefined
relationships/harem, unconventional opinions/beliefs, and a hero who is as tactful as a dog at a cat show. Read
at your own risk.This story is an Adult Fantasy novel.
Silverlock John Myers Myers 2019-08-14 Join an unlikely hero as he watches Moby-Dick sink the Pequod, dodges
cannibals on Robinson Crusoe's island, raises a glass with Beowulf, and literally goes to Hell and back. This
rollicking adventure begins with a shipwreck on an island where notable characters of literature, history, and
folklore coexist — Hamlet and Oedipus, Don Quixote and Doctor Faustus, Becky Sharp and Daniel Boone. From
carousing with Robin Hood to crossing swords with the Green Knight and stealing a ride on Huck Finn's raft, our
traveler, A. Clarence Shandon, undertakes a whirlwind tour of the classics. And just as the truths of great
stories ennoble those who take them to heart, a selfish and cynical drifter is transformed into the gallant knight
known as Silverlock. "Here in your hand is the stuff of wonder," declared science-fiction author Poul Anderson,
adding, "There are few such glorious romps in all the world's literature, and surely none that surpass this one."
Unjustly overlooked for decades, this book lover's book has developed a devoted cult following and richly
deserves a wider audience. Whether or not you recognize its scores of literary allusions, you'll savor its wealth
of battles, quests, romances, songs, and laughter.
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